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Unfortunately, the word ‘‘thermogram’’ was replaced by

the word ‘‘curve’’ in some sentences in the published

article with DOI 10.1007/s10973-016-5268-2.

The corrections are as follows:

1. Page 2: ‘‘We also obtain the specific heat of a sample

at different magnetic fields with our adiabatic

calorimeter, using either step Cp points or dynamic

curves’’.

Should say:

‘‘We also obtain the specific heat of a sample at

different magnetic fields with our adiabatic calorime-

ter, using either step Cp points or dynamic

thermograms’’.

2. Page 3: ‘‘There are two ways of obtaining the specific

heat of a sample with our adiabatic calorimeter: step

Cp points or dynamic curves’’.

Should say:

‘‘There are two ways of obtaining the specific heat of a

sample with our adiabatic calorimeter: step Cp points

or dynamic thermograms’’.

3. Page 3: ‘‘A curve consists on heating or cooling the

vessel at a slow constant rate…’’

Should say:

‘‘A thermogram consists on heating or cooling the

vessel at a slow constant rate…’’

4. Page 3, Fig. 2, caption: ‘‘The curves were obtained

from curves, while the points marked with symbols

were obtained from steps’’.

Should say:

‘‘The curves were obtained from thermograms, while

the points marked with symbols were obtained from

steps’’.

The online version of the original article can be found under

doi:10.1007/s10973-016-5268-2.
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